General Risk Disclosure
This notice provides you with information about the risks associated with investment
products, in which you may invest, through services provided to you by Stay
Relentless Ltd.
Products offered by Stay Relentless Ltd. include education, automated trading software and
cryptocurrencies, in which you gain a percentage ownership of the underlying asset. In
addition, Stay Relentless offers trade ideas for differences (CFDs) that offer exposure to
currencies, commodities and indices.
Since Cryptocurrency markets are decentralised and non-regulated, our Cryptocurrencies
Trading Services as such are not governed by any specific European regulatory framework
Therefore, when Stay Relentless Ltd. customers use our Cryptocurrencies Trading Service,
they will not benefit from any protections and will not be able to use the UK Financial
Ombudsman Service for dispute resolution.
All of these products carry a high degree of risk and are not suitable for many investors. This
notice provides you with information about the risks associated with these products, but it
cannot explain all of the risks nor how such risks relate to your personal circumstances. If
you are in doubt, you should seek professional advice. It is important that you fully
understand the risks involved before deciding to engage with Stay Relentless Ltd, that you
have adequate financial resources to bear such risks and that you monitor your positions
carefully. Trading involves risk to your capital. You should not invest money that you cannot
afford to lose, however, you cannot lose more than your initial investment.
CFDs
CFD stands for “Contract For Difference,” meaning you are not buying the underlying asset,
but, rather, purchasing a contract to settle the difference in the initial and ending price of
the asset. When trading CFDs, you generally trade on margin, which means you only have to
deposit a small percentage of the overall value of your position. This is known as “Leverage”,
and even small market movements may have great impact, negative or positive, on your
trading account.
CFDs are complex instruments and come with a high risk of losing money rapidly due to
leverage. 67% of retail investor accounts lose money when trading CFDs with this provider.
You should consider whether you understand how CFDs work, and whether you can afford
to take the high risk of losing your money.
CFDs are not suited to the long-term investor. If you hold a CFD open over a long period of
time, the associated costs increase (such as overnight fees), and it may be more beneficial
for you to buy the underlying asset instead. Sudden market movements, known as
“gapping” may occur, causing a dramatic shift in the price of an underlying asset. Gapping
may occur when the underlying market is closed, meaning the price on the underlying
market may open at a significantly different level, and at a less advantageous price for you.

Appropriateness
Before you open a membership with Stay Relentless Ltd, you should make an assessment of
whether the product(s) and/or services you have chosen are appropriate for you, and to
warn you that not all products or services are appropriate for all. If you decide to continue
and open a membership with us, you are confirming that you are aware of and understand
the risks.
Position Monitoring
You should further ensure that you are able to monitor positions on your account at all
times, as you are solely responsible for this. We are not responsible for monitoring positions
on your account. This is of particular importance with regards to the Relentless Trade Ideas
channel, you must watch the video before becoming involved with these and manage your
trades accordingly.
Cryptocurrencies
Trading risks
Since Cryptocurrency markets are decentralised and non-regulated, our Cryptocurrencies
Trading Services (Nodes) are unregulated services which are not governed by any specific
European regulatory framework (including MIFID). This means that there is no central bank
that can take corrective measures to protect the value of Cryptocurrencies in a crisis or
issue more currency.
We will endeavour to enable you to benefit from rules relating to best execution and
safekeeping of client assets.
CRYPTOCURRENCY MARKETS ARE DETERMINED BY DEMAND AND SUPPLY ONLY.
The Cryptocurrency market is a dynamic arena and its respective prices are often highly
unpredictable and volatile. The Cryptocurrency prices are usually not transparent, highly
speculative and susceptible to market manipulation. In the worst-case scenario, the product
could be rendered worthless.
Cryptocurrency trading is prone to being misused for illegal activities due to the anonymity
of transactions and investors would be adversely affected if law enforcement agencies were
to investigate any alleged illicit activities.
ACCORDINGLY, CRYPTOCURRENCIES SHOULD BE SEEN AS AN EXTREMELY HIGH-RISK
ASSET AND YOU SHOULD NEVER INVEST FUNDS THAT YOU CANNOT AFFORD TO LOSE.
Given the foregoing, Cryptocurrencies are not appropriate for all investors. You should not
deal in these products unless you have the necessary knowledge and expertise, understand
these products’ characteristics and your exposure to risk. You should also be satisfied that

the product is suitable for you in light of your circumstances and financial position. In
addition, use of our Services can never be considered a safe investment, rather, only an
investment with a high risk of loss inherently associated with them.
The risk of loss in trading Cryptocurrencies can be substantial. You should, therefore,
carefully consider whether such trading is suitable for you in light of your circumstances and
financial resources. You should be aware that you may sustain a total loss of the funds in
your account.
Blockchain Risks
Since blockchain is an independent public peer-to peer network and is not controlled in any
way or manner by Stay Relentless Ltd, Stay Relentless Ltd shall not be responsible for any
failure and/or mistake and/or error and/or breach which shall occur in blockchain or in any
other networks in which the Cryptocurrencies are being issued and/or traded. You will be
bound and subject to any change and/or amendments in the blockchain system and subject
to any applicable law which may apply to the blockchain. We make no representation or
warranty of any kind, express or implied, statutory or otherwise, regarding the blockchain
functionality nor for any breach of security in the blockchain.
Operation of Cryptocurrency Protocols
Stay Relentless Ltd does not own or control the underlying software protocols which govern
the operation of Cryptocurrencies available for trading on our platform. In general, the
underlying protocols are open source and anyone can use, copy, modify, and distribute
them. Stay Relentless Ltd is not responsible for the operation of the underlying protocols
and Stay Relentless Ltd makes no guarantee of their functionality, security, or availability.
The underlying protocols are subject to sudden changes in operating rules (“Forks”), and
such Forks may materially affect the value, function, and/or even the name of the
Cryptocurrency Stay Relentless Ltd holds for your benefit. In the event of a Fork, Stay
Relentless Ltd may temporarily suspend Stay Relentless Ltd operations (with or without
advance notice) and Stay Relentless Ltd may (a) configure or reconfigure its systems or (b)
decide not to support (or cease supporting) the Forked protocol entirely. Stay Relentless Ltd
may, but is not obligated to do so, adjust your account in respect of a Fork, depending on
the circumstances of each event attributable to any specific Cryptocurrency which you hold.
Third-party Risks.
We may elect to execute any order and/or hold any fiat money and cryptocurrencies via a
Third Party. Such Third Parties are not banks that hold their fiat money/virtual currency as a
deposit. If any such Third Party loses any money, fails or goes out of business, there is no
specific legal protection that covers you for losses arising from any funds you may have held
with such a Third Party, even when such party is registered with a national authority.
Depending on the structure and security of the Stay Relentless Ltd Money crypto wallet,
some individuals may be vulnerable to hacks, resulting in the theft of virtual currency or loss
of customer assets. Stay Relentless Ltd will not be responsible in the event of losses caused
by those Third Parties.

Node Management
You should consider whether you can afford to take the high risk of losing your money.
Relentless do not make any income claims or guarantees, individual success will vary
depending on numerous factors. We will not be held accountable for any losses that you
incur. All individuals are responsible for paying tax in accordance with their country's tax
regulations and law - Stay Relentless Ltd will not be held responsible for any individual’s
taxes. Thank you for your interest in joining our Relentless Node Management. You
acknowledge that there is ZERO way for you to have your initial investment back from
buying a share of a Strong Node. You agree to the share of a monthly return generated
from the Node and acknowledge that this could increase as well as decrease over the
months and years. Be under ZERO illusion that the Crypto world is a highly volatile market
which is not only unregulated but highly unpredictable and you should not invest more than
you are willing to lose. If there is any monthly earnings this will be paid to you either via
Crypto Wallet or into your Bank Account, we reserve the right to adjust this should fees
become no longer viable. If you leave Relentless as a Member you will forfeit your Node /
Percentage of your Node and not receive rewards again, once you have left you can no
longer gain any future access to your Node rewards. This is an unregulated investment with
an unregulated company and comes at very high risk, you need to acknowledge you
understand this and have taken advice independently yourself about it away from Stay
Relentless Ltd and are happy with your decision to proceed.
Automated Trading & Internet Risks
You acknowledge that there are risks associated with utilising an Internet-based trading
system including, but not limited to, the failure of hardware, software, and Internet
connections, the risk of malicious software introduction, the risk that third parties may
obtain unauthorized access to information and/or assets (including your Cryptocurrencies)
stored on your behalf, cyber attack, Cryptocurrency network failure (such as blockchain),
computer viruses, communication failures, disruptions, errors, distortions or delays you
may experience when trading via the Services, howsoever caused, spyware, scareware,
Trojan horses, worms or other malware that may affect your computer or other equipment,
or any phishing, spoofing or other attack. You should also be aware that SMS and email
services are vulnerable to spoofing and phishing attacks and should use care in reviewing
messages purporting to originate from Stay Relentless Ltd.
Fees and Costs
Our fees and charges are set out on our website relentlesshub.com. Please be aware of all
costs and charges that apply to you, because such costs and charges will affect your
profitability. We reserve the right to change these should we see fit.
Information
Any opinions, news, research, analyses, prices, or other information contained on this
website are provided as general market commentary, and do not constitute investment

advice. Stay Relentless Ltd shall not be responsible for any loss arising from any investment
based on any recommendation, forecast or other information provided.
Past Performance
Past performance is not an indication of future performance. The value of investments can
go down as well as up.
Currency Risk
Your Node deposits with Stay Relentless Ltd will be held in USDT or GBP which may be
different from the currency you used to deposit. Accordingly, you should be aware of
currency fluctuations.
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DISCLAIMER: Trading the financial markets is considered high risk, you should not invest
more than you can afford to lose, and past results do not guarantee future results. Between
74-89% of retail investor accounts lose money when trading CFDs. You should consider
whether you can afford to take the high risk of losing your money. Stay Relentless Ltd do not
make any income claims or guarantees, individual success will vary depending on numerous
factors, including but not limited to, time invested, commitment etc. We will not be held
accountable for any losses that you incur. All individuals are responsible for paying tax in
accordance with their country's tax regulations and law - Stay Relentless Ltd will not be held
responsible for any individuals’ taxes.
The material on this website is for general educational purposes only and represents
personal opinions and ideas. It should not be interpreted as containing any type of financial
advice. The material does not suggest purchasing financial services, nor does it guarantee
the performance or outcome of future transactions. Operations mentioned in this material
can be considered high-risk transactions and it is possible that by trading you may sustain
significant investment losses, possibly including the loss of money in your account. When
trading, you must always take into consideration your level of experience and seek
independent financial advice if necessary. The accuracy, validity, or completeness of this
information is not guaranteed, and no liability is assumed for any direct or indirect loss
related to any investment based on the material.
RISK WARNING: Trading on margin products involves a high level of risk, which may result in
the loss of all invested capital. Stay Relentless
The information on this site is not directed at residents of the United States or any country
outside the company base country and is not intended for distribution to, or use by, any
person in any country or jurisdiction where such distribution or use would be contrary to
local law or regulation.
THIRD PARTY PRODUCTS, SERVICES AND DOWNLOADS: This Website and other Stay
Relentless Ltd Sites or Servers may feature products and services of third parties (“Products

and Services”) or contain links to websites operated by third parties (“Third Party Websites”).
Stay Relentless Ltd does not have any influence or control over any such Products or
Services or any Third-Party Website. Unless otherwise stated, Stay Relentless Ltd is not
responsible for and does not endorse any Products or Services or any Third-Party Website,
or its availability or contents. Stay Relentless Ltd is not responsible for any agreement or
understanding you enter with a third party through a Third-Party Website and/or in relation
to any Products or Services. While Stay Relentless Ltd aims to provide unbiased editorials we
wish to disclose that (i) we occasionally receive free products from companies that we
sometimes review or discuss in our education, and (ii) we may run advertisements on our
sites concerning some of those products or companies that sell them (and other products
sold by such companies) for which we sometimes receive compensation, and (iii) we may
sell these products within our stores, and (iv) we may use affiliate links to products and or
services for which we sometimes receive compensation. Stay Relentless Ltd is a participant
in several affiliate advertising programs. For instance, we participate in the Amazon Services
LLC Associates Program, an affiliate advertising program designed to provide a means for
sites to earn advertising fees by advertising and linking to Amazon.com

